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Stephanie Anderson talks to Dr Paul Hamor about how to prepare for night shift on the
wards.
Paul is a Respiratory & Sleep Physician and Network Director of Physician Training at
the Prince of Wales Hospital. He has had a long involvement in prevocational and
undergraduate medical education. Paul has interests in the formulation of educational
programs, presentation skills, delivering best evidence based-practice to the ward, as
well as change methodology. He is also a strong advocate for work life balance and has
been looking at the prevention and management of junior doctor burnout and
programs to promote resilience.
This podcast was originally released on 17 June 2015.

Tijs on prejarijg for ni ht shit
With Dr Pul Hamor,Respiratjry & Sleep Physician and Network Directjr oPhysician
Training at the Prince of Wales H spital, Sydney, Australia*

Case – You are a junior doctor starting your relief term in a busy tertiary hospital
and you are rostered to work your rst week of nights in three days’ time.

Background copr

circadian rh!m

Ca eine is not useful if you are drinking energy drinks the whole night and you’re
so pumped up you can’t sleep after the night shift
Too much ca eine can interfere with the quality of your sleep at the end of night
shift. Generally try to avoid ca eine in the 6 to 8 hours before your new sleep
time.
Meals – try to align meals to your new sleep-wake phase especially if you are
having di culty adjusting the circadian rhythm. Ie: when you wake up have a
breakfast type meal, and at the end of your shift have a dinner type meal.
However eating is a social experience so it is also common for some people to
have a dinner type meal with friends before work. Do what works for you.
Snacking – alot of wards will have sugary sweets on night shifts. This only gives a
short sugar rush, followed by an energy dip that can cause fatigue. Try to avoid
sugary snacks. Have low-carbohydrate/complex carbohydrate foods instead
(fruits/vegetables).

Exercise is usually an awaks

There is a higher risk of car accidents for those who do night shift
To mitigate these risks, take a power nap at the hospital before going home
Use stimuli e.g. drive during the light hours to stay awake
The riskiest driving is highway driving and driving for longer than 20min.
If you live >20min away involving highways consider staying at JMO
accommodation during the day or catch up on some sleep before driving. If you
notice you are sleepy or microsleeping whilst driving you MUST PULL OVER and
have a nap! (Don’t try push through – you could seriously harm yourself and
others in the process).

Dr Hamor advises against sleeping tablets and tablets to keep you awake
Sleeping tablets can cause a hangover e ect – you can feel groggy after waking
up
Sleeping tablets are good for sleep initiation but the quality of sleep is not great
and they are not good for sleep maintenance
Do not use sleeping tablets in isolation – use in conjunction with the techniques
already discussed e.g. dark room, adjusting circadian rhythms etc
Tablets for keeping you awake – not recommended for most. May be useful for
those individuals diagnosed with shift work pa
tion isorder only under the
guidance of a sleep physician
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If you enjoyed listening to this week’s podcast feel free to let us know what you think by posting your
comments or suggestions in the comments box below.
If you want to listen to this episode while not connected to WiFi or the internet, you can download it. To nd
out more go to Apple support (https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201859)

